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Brief  Summary of the Research 

1. Objectives, Tasks and Achievements of the Scientific Project (Indicate the objectives,tasks and 

results of the implemented scientific project in the appropriate box, not more than 2 pages) 

 

The project deals with the development of a new polar metric method to identify the image of a 

different object, based on obtaining the photovoltaic copies of images on polymerized sensitizing 

materials of and determining the condition of the total ellipse polarization formed by this copies in 

the Frühförfer diuretics area using polarization-holographic element.The project objectivewas the 

theoretical and experimental research of the proposed recognition method, determining the range of 

changes to the size, scale and angular orientation of the identifying image for different objects, 

through the laboratory model of the detective device created in the project. 

The following tasks were solved for the implementation of the project goals: theoretical model of 

identification ofphotonazotropic copies using objects of images; the technology of polarization 

sensitive materials has been modified to receive small temporary materials for recording and deletion 

of high reverse photovoltaic and photonazotropic copies and specifications of the received materials; 

The laboratory model of the identification device and the relevant software was created; Study of 

inbound research on the substitution, scale and angular orientation of the identified object was 

conducted; A survey of image recognition of various objects was conducted and a database was 

created. 

The following results are achieved during the implementation of the project:A theoretical model of 

image recognition using photonazotropic copies has been developed, based on the definition of 

integral ellipse polarization in the Frühfoferdiureticsarea.In order to develop the theoretical model, 

Fourier's scalar transformations are performed by Jones vectors, and the field formation in the 

Fraunhofer diffraction area is discussed; 

The modification of the regularity of the Vagert effect for dynamic polarization sensitive material was 

conducted. Modification of the technology of polarization sensitive materials required for 

photonazotropic copies was carried out. By means of immobilization of polymer matrix and 

molecules of Azoxromoper, high-sensitive side-chain type materials are obtained by high sensitivity 

to the actinic polarized light, through induced anisotropy, high-value, and high reversibility indices. 

In the received materials the effect of new vector photo chromium is investigated.The laboratory 

model of dynamic detecting device has been developed by recording, erasing and 

probingphotonazotropic copies of identifying objects, as well as determination of polarization integral 

ellipse Stocks parameters in the Frühfofer diffraction area.The complete automation of the entire 

process of determination of recording-erase and Stock parameterswas conducted. 

Only one polarization-holographic diffraction element developed by us is used for determining the 

state of polarization of the interpolated ellipse. The simultaneous measurement of four line 



intersecting diagrams using photo detectors allows complete analysis of the condition of the ellipse 

polarization using the formulas and software provision (determining all four parameters of Stocks). 

The optical scheme and calibrated polarized-holographic element of calibration systemwas 

developed, using the pinch of light with the pre-polarizing light. The relevant software for complete 

analysis of polarization was developed. It is estimated that the accuracy of the measurement of the 

dipraction line on the element is 0.4% and the accuracy of the value of the Stocks parameters is 0.6%. 

Determination of the parameters of laboratory model was conducted. Quantitative value of 

determination is 14 line / mm, which corresponds to the international system of determination of the 

ability to enter and output information on a flat train and in our case approximately 340 inch per 

point.  

It is established that the method used for the laboratory model is intrinsic to the replacement or scale 

change of the detected object within 5%, while towardsthe angular orientation- less than 30 degrees 

to the direction of the object shuffle. 

The cost of the integral ellipse polarization condition is defined. In the Frühfofer diffraction areaan 

integral polarization ellipse is formed by the polarization of the object. The information value of the 

condition of the ellipse polarization is extremely high, with the polarization between the main 

characteristics of the electromagnetic wave, the position of the polarization is the most informative 

feature and is determined by the four Stocks parameters, and the other basic characteristics -

amplitude, phase and frequency- by only one parameter.  

The modification of the Stocks parameters are observed in different angles of three-dimensional 

objects. The obtained results also indicate an inferior value of the polymerization of integral ellipse. 

Study and assessment of the factors that are based on the accuracy of the method have been 

conducted while identifying different complexity objects.It was found that the increase in margin is 

mainly due to two factors: the thickness of the photonazotropic copper material due to the presence 

of the emulsion layer on the glass, and also the photovoltaic sensitivity of the photo detectors that 

cause additional error in measurements. In case of photo camera use, you can significantly improve 

the measurement accuracy. 

The main advantage of the proposed method is to remove the high quality criterion towards the 

change of the object, the offset and the angular orientation. The proposed method has not yet been 

implemented and the approach to the identification of objects is innovative and promising, and can 

be used to create different purpose recognition devices. 

 


